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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis: 

- The thesis analyzed, clarified to confirm that, Freud philosophical thought arose from the 

philosophical premise with rich and deep content, response is a classic philosophical theory . 

-The Thesis specified locate of Freud in the flow of modern Western philosophy and point out the 

value and limitations in his philosophical thought. 

12. Practical applicability: 

- The thesis contributes to study systematically of the basic content of philosophical thought of Freud 

in which have not yet been studied in-depth in Vietnam to clarify the philosophical contributions of 

Freud's psychoanalytic in the opening of a new approach in studying human Vietnam. 

- The thesis can use reference for research, learning the history of philosophy and for the researchers 

aim to apply this theory in the study of modern humans in Vietnam. 

13. Further research directions: After pass Thesis defense successfully, Author will edit, complete 

then publish book for reference. 
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